From the General Manager....

What Are You Listening To?

KUCI is a non-commercial, non-profit, student-run radio station that broadcasts from the campus of the University of California-Irvine. We are indeed a college radio station, but first and foremost, we are a community radio station for much of Orange County. In September, with our recently-approved upgrade finally becoming a reality, we will truly be the alternative voice of O.C. as our signal will expand from its present 24 watts to 200 watts stereo.

Commercial radio today is a homogenous, stale product that is force fed to the general public. Commercial radio tells you what you should like. We do not. KUCI is a public service station, and our job is to serve you. Whether that be in the form of our fabulous plethora of musical programming, or in the form of our informative Public Affairs programming, our first duty is to serve the listeners.

It is a great honor for me to be the first General Manager at 200 watts, and I’m sure I echo the sentiments of my management staff when I say that we want to make 1992-93 a landmark year in the scope of public radio in Orange County. We will be upgrading in September, and that in itself will be an event. We are planning an Unbridled Upgrade Party, so stay tuned for more information.

My own unsolicited advice to everyone is to think about what comes through your speakers every time you’re scanning your FM band. Give a real thought to what numbers you lock your tuner knob into. Think about it. What are you listening to?

Ghizal Hasan
General Manager

Pick O’ the Week

Thursday 10:00 with Chris Fromirvime

Call in and WIN 856-5824
REQUESTS: 856-KUCI / 856-5824
BUSINESS: 856-6868
MAILING ADDRESS: KUCI 88.9FM
P.O. Box 4362
Irvine, Ca. 92716

The KUCI Program Guide is a quarterly publication of KUCI FM. For advertising information for future guides contact Kevin Stockdale at 856-4582. KUCI is a non-profit radio station licensed to the Regents of the University of California, and run by UCI students and its affiliates. KUCI broadcasts at a frequency of 88.9 Megahertz, and its transmitter is located high atop the physical sciences building on the UCI campus.

hey! welcome to the program guide. i hope you enjoy reading it as much as i did making it. thanks to everyone who helped with this (my last) guide. if you find anything to be offended at within these pages please talk to me about it before you rip off the cover etc. to terri, who's taking over: good luck in dealing with "controversy", censorship and arm-twisting. and to anyone else: kill your television, eat your wheaties and keep on truckin'.

sonja

what's HOT at KUCI
(as of June 21)

jazz top 10
1. uptown string quartet
2. yellowjackets
3. preservation hall jazz band
4. marcus roberts
5. happy b-day dukel vol 1
6. bob florence limited edition
7. fred wesley
8. charlie watts quintet
9. mccoy tyner
10. special efx

metal top 10
1. helmet
2. godflesh
3. l7
4. scorn
5. cro-mags
6. skrew
7. gwar
8. singles st
9. crowbar
10. obituary
ock top 20
1. juliana hatfield
2. permanent green light
3. dim stars
4. jawbreaker
5. pavement
6. helmet
7. all
8. spiritualized
9. downy mildew
10. therapy?
11. breeders
12. yo la tango
13. disposable heroes...
14. buffalo tom
15. teriyaki asthma vol.vii
16. superconductor
17. lemonheads
18. superchunk
19. cambridge pipers
20. pale saints
Monday

MID The Midnight Matinee
hosted by True Mary
Cary Grant, Humphrey Bogart, and all kinds of other fun dead people; movies and music and midnight...I understand we understand each other. Quite.
Sarah McLachlan, Squeeze, Everything but the Girl, Peter Himmelman, Waterboys, Elvis Costello, and all kinds of really cool new stuff couldn’t even begin to list in this tiny space.

3AM Painful Rectal Itch
hosted by Buck Naked
Whatever my mood, whatever the music. From music to entertain and delight to music one can fall asleep to while they’re driving home.
T. Waits, Cows, Godflesh, God, Helios Creed, Herb Alpert, John Zorn, Sonic Youth, Any Albini Stuff, Slint, Flaming Lips...

6AM Marla’s Show

8AM E.S.Q. It’s All About Jazz
hosted by Esquire Holmes
Provide historical insight to this art form. Give away tickets to concerts as well as LP’s.
Ellington, Basie, Harris, Brown, Newborn, Handy, Jones, Burrell, McGuff, Lewis, Hubbard, Adams, Adderly, Monk, Hanna...

9AM Classical Masterworks
hosted by Simone du Lait
I will guide you through the rich world of classical music by playing the time-tested favorites, masterpieces, and the background music from that car or soup commercial.

Noon Emblabln
hosted by the Underdog
In the Zulu language, “emblabln” means “in this world.” Follow the Underdog as we take you on a musical journey of all 7 continents and 7 seas.
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Maca-b, Agustus Pablo, Tom Zè, Ray Lema, Lee “Scratch” Perry...

2PM Fred Plays Much Music
hosted by Fred

5PM Snapshot: A Focus on Student Issues

5:30 Arts In O.C.

6PM KUCI Evening News

6:30 Suburban Renewal
hosted by White Trash
Punk Rock, it’s the white man’s blues screaming for Suburban Renewal.
Circle Jerks, Offspring, Poison Idea, Fear, Youth Brigade, No FX, Pennywise, Dagnasty, Ill Repute, Insted, DI, DOA, Down By Law, Minor Threat...

9PM Hot Buttered Soul
hosted by Mary Jane
Kick back, dig and let me do it to your earhole.
cows, funkadelic, melvins, sebadoh, surgery, dirt clad fight, graham central station, universal congress of, tom waits, DEL, cambridge pipers, steel pole bathtub...

Tuesday

MID The Cholrine Express
hosted by Stub
Whether you are raving on your way up or chilling on your way down, jump on aboard the Cholrine Express for the mixes and trip around. And who knows what guest conductors might

---

Come in Today, and Experience the Wonderfulness that we like to call...

Kinko’s Copy and Stationery
More than a copy store, less than a bistro

In the olden days, money, fame and the adulation of millions were the keys to happiness and contentment. However, due to a worldwide shortage of these items, many people have had to forego happiness and contentment in exchange for dour misery.

At Kinko’s we say, not anymore!! We have conveniently located all the items anyone could possibly want under one roof in our Irvine location in the Marketplace. Why, just Look!!!

Notary Public • Desktop Publishing • Self Serve
Macintosh Computers • Self Serve Copiers • Hi-Volume
Sets • Postal Convenience • Fine Papers and Gift
Stationery • Office Supplies • Fax Service • Executive
Gifts • UPS and Federal Express Shipping • And Much,
Much More!!!!!

4187 Campus Dr, Ste. M170 Irvine, CA 92715
Phone (714) 854-7557 • Fax (714) 854-7591
From the Programming Department...

While many college radio stations shut down over the summer, KUCI will be on the air all summer long, 24 hours a day, with the same diverse programming we have provided for over 20 years. And, in all likelihood, this summer will be the last quarter of KUCI's existence as a 24-watt mono radio station. The obstacles have been hurdles, and by the end of the summer we will upgrade our power to 200-watts stereo. As our listening community grows, we will continue to broadcast material that can't be found elsewhere on the dial.

For those who are unfamiliar with college/alternative rock, the KUCI Top 20 is the perfect introduction. Broadcast every Sunday from 7 to 9 pm, the Top 20 show summarizes the hottest new records from the previous week, plus a few that figure to be on the list in the following weeks.

The demo show, from 7 to 9 pm on Wednesdays, showcases local up-and-coming talent. Hosted by a variety of KUCI personalities, the demo show is the only outlet for unsigned bands to receive exposure in the area. Tapes and correspondence should be sent to: Demo Gods c/o KUCI-FM

P.O. Box 4362
Irvine, CA 92716-4362

The Public Affairs department will also remain strong over the summer, including The Privacy Project (Thurs. 8-8:30 am) - a new program focusing on the increasing role of the government in our day-to-day lives, and what we can do to reverse this trend; In Vivo (Tues. 5-6 pm) - an expose of alternative and underground subcultures; Womyn's Voices (Wed. 5-6 pm) - a feminist look at the issues facing women; and Snapshot (Mon. 5-5:30 pm) - a discussion of student issues, just to name a few.

If you live within the (soon-to-be-increasing) radius of KUCI, then we are the only place where you will hear these types of programs. You owe it to yourself to check it out.

Eric Jaquay
Program Director
come by.
MOBY, M17, Powerpill, Alter 8, Northern Lights, Sound Traffic Control, Digital Orgasm, NY Style, Apotheosis, Zero-Zero...

3AM Music From Jerry's
hosted by Dan-O-Matic and Senor Lobo
Deep, dark, pulsating beats have been heard from Jerry's.
His windows are foiled over, yet bursts of intense light emerge from the cracks.
Consolidated, Psychic TV, Transmission, System O, Meat Beat Manifesto, Chrome, Die Warsaw, Thrill Kill Cult, Death Ride 69, Coil, Helios Creed, Die Krupps...

Noon The Brandy of the Damned
hosted by Jarret
Playwright & music critic GB Shaw was quoted as saying “Music is the brandy of the damned.” Join me for a drink of OC's finest.
Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday, Tangerine Dream, Leo Kottke,

Chris: It took a lot of time to record. There’s two songs on it: “We Could Just Die” and “The Truth This Time.” Both of them are from the demo, we just did some remixing.
KUCI: How did the band get together?
Chris: Michael had been talking with me about getting a band together called Permanent Green Light since The Three O’Clock broke up about three years ago.
KUCI: What was the first gig you guys played as a band?
Chris: Wow, let’s see...it was a LACE show. We played one song- “We Could Just Die.” I broke the bass drum pedal and head and the guy who owned the kit threatened to kill me after the show. That’s when I knew I wanted to stay in the band.
KUCI: Any plans for a tour? Maybe up the coast or back east?
Chris: Not right now. That’s always on the back burner. We’ve talked about getting out of here since day one.
KUCI: All right, one more question. Is there any political message to your songs?
Chris: All of our songs are a plea for better housing.

Permanent Green Light have been together for about a year, and now they’re ready for the big time. They have a brand new 7" single just out on Sasatanka Records and they have a 7-song CD due out in July. The band consists of Chris Bruckner on drums, Matt Devine on guitar and vocals, and Michael Quercio (formerly of the Three O’Clock/Salvation Army) on bass and vocals. We sat down with Chris on June 16th at Louie’s in Santa Ana to discuss life, love and politics over bitters and soda.
KUCI: Tell me about the new single.

permanent green light
Boiled in Lead, Duke Ellington, Woody Guthrie, Kitaro...

2PM Funk Pop 'A Roll
hosted by Biff Pocoroba
Alignment equals security? The more you learn the more you learn what you don't know ya already know. I've been down so goddam long that it looks like alcohol to me.
Jesus Lizard, Rendered Useless, Mecca Normal, Flat Duo Jets, DEL, Coltrane, Coffinbreak, Hammerbox, Grant Hart...

5PM In Vivo

6PM Tap Dancing Through The Mind

6:30 Ass Backwards
hosted by Lance Romance
Like it.
Melvins, Above the Law, World Saxophone Quartet, Machine Gun, Sepultura, The D.O.C., Sebadoh, Graham Central Station, Crash Worship, Sonny Sharrock...

9PM A Ridiculous Display of Force
hosted by Mr. Mystery

Fortissimo Aggressivismo Ridiculoso.
Ornette, Curlew, Painkiller, Elliot Sharp, Universal Congress of, DEL, Movement EX, Ice Cube, Albert Ayler, Naked City, Gone, Black Flag, Herbie Hancock, Lee Morgan...

Wednesday

MID Crunch-Time
hosted by DJ Crunch
You're about to witness the most funkiest show ever. DJ Crunch is back again wit da full on fla. Hard core rhymes with the beats that flow.
Ultramagnetic MC, Mix-A-Lot, Gangstarr, Paperboy, Rodney O + Joe Cooley, Spice 1, Paris, X-Clan, Fu-Schnickens, Del, PE, LONS, Naughty by Nature, Miami Bass...

3AM Metroworks
hosted by Metropolis Mike
Up early, ready to attack the day, Get off on the right foot, Open up your ears and prepare to look through the cement and the sky-colored windows.
Brian Eno, Magazine, Neil Young, Buzzcocks, Steel Pulse, Iggy Pop, Linton Kwesi Johnson, T. Rex...

KUCI Public Affairs
The Health & Science Report
Hosted By Dr. Brian Porteous with Georgiann Keller and Paul Harvey

"...grateful for your involvement in health education... a valuable service for all Californians."
Bill Honig
Superintendent of Public Instruction

"...important role in educating the public on the many critical health issues facing our state."
Leo McCarthy
Lieutenant Governor, State of California

"Your reports, insight, and commentary concerning developments in research and the health field are a great service..."
Strom Thurmond
United States Senate

"...your program focuses on the latest breakthroughs in medical research and technology, as well as preventative medicine."
Roger R. Stanton
Supervisor, First District
Orange County Board of Supervisors

"The information provided on the issues of health and science through this program is of vital interest to our community."
Sally Anne Sheridan
Mayor of Irvine

Wednesdays 8:00 am- 9:00 am
The Rap Thang

When I started the KUCI Rap Department two years ago, I had no idea it would blow up as quickly as it did. I had a few doubts if the program would catch on with the listeners as well as the other DJs. Fortunately, thanks to tremendous listener response and a lot of support from the other managers at KUCI, the Hip-Hop Department is ALL THAT (and a bag of chips)! We have more than doubled our rap music library to over 1,000 records, we program around ten hours of uninterrupted Hip-Hop a week, and more of our alternative DJs are playing the music than ever before.

Let me flip the topic for a minute and tell you what KUCI's Rap Department is about. We program hardcore straight Hip-Hop, not pop rap, r&b, or new-jack swing. If you hear a song on KUCI that becomes too mainstream, chances are you won't be hearing it for long. If the street buzz is heavy on a new piece of wax, we've already got it, and have probably been playing it for a few weeks. If you are a KUCI RAPS listener, you already know we played Naughty by Nature, Arrested Development, DAS EFX, Tribe Called Quest, XClan, P.E., DJ Quik, and a gang of other artists before the sell-out, weak-ass commercial stations would touch them.

But yo, I'm out. Time to move on up like the Jeffersons. Check the program listings to see when KUCI is playing rap this week, flip to 88.9 on your FM dial, and boom your home or jeep system to the true dope! KUCI RAPS — IT'S DA SHIT!!

Grease for Peace,
Corey Taylor
Rap Music Director
Neckbone tha Monkey Boy

hosted by Thrash
Psycho Candy from the dreams of children. Good for your soul believe me. Thrash will be your slave spinning to move you and turn you on baby-oh.
The Jam, T-Monster, Dead Milkmen, Jesus & Mary Chain, Nymphs, Last Warning, Idle Hands, Cambridge Pipers, Unrest, PE...

8AM Health and Science Show

9AM Backpack of Jazz
hosted by Chad Choi Lin
New jazz, old jazz, fusion jazz, classic jazz, uptown jazz, funky jazz, vocal jazz, instrumental jazz, underground jazz, requests & giveaways.
Duke Ellington, The Turtle Island String Qt., David Benoist, Earl Klugh, Chick Corea, Manhattan Transfer, the Rippingtons, the Dirty Dozen...

Noon Todo del Mundo
hosted by John Lewis
Music literally "all from the world." Musical styles ranging from acapella to zydeco. Melodies and rhythms from the four corners of the globe.
Aster Aweke, 3 Mustaphas 3, Outback, Clifton Chenier, Boozoo Chavis, Queen Ida, Fela, Muzikas...

2PM Brave New Waves
hosted by Jenny Lovejoy
"Every one's music belongs to everyone else"—continuing the tradition for yet another quarter, bringing you...
Big Drill Car, Dharma Bums, 3D Picnic, Green Day, Smashing Pumpkins, Chapterhouse, Slowdive, DCD, Pixies, My Bloody Valentine, Cranes, Sonic Youth...

5PM Womyn's Voices

6PM KUCI Evening News

6:30 Demo Show
hosted by: Doughtboy, Underdog, Stub & Roadrunner
Join the Demo Crew and Velvet Hayes as they bring live bands through the residence halls. If you have a demo to send us: KUCI- The Demo Show, P. O. Box 4362, Irvine Ca. 92715

9PM Sonic Turbulence
hosted by Sonic Turbulence
A new mix of alternative rock and rap and who knows what else.. tune in and discover what the FCC still allows. When the personal becomes political.
Fugazi, PE, Michelle Shocked, Rollins, Husker Du, Camper van Beethoven, the Poetess, X-Clan...
Thursday

8AM Privacy Project

8:30 The Mind of Man

9AM The Ultimate Jazz Experience
hosted by Bradford J. Stein
Are you experienced? I will expand your horizons according to the jazz tradition by providing interviews with all the influential artists, history, artist spotlights, and of course—the music will be carefully discussed.
L. Armstrong, Michael Brecker, Ron Carter, John Coltrane, Chick Corea, Miles Davis, Gerald Wiggins, Duke Ellington, Benny Green Trio....

10AM SOUNDINGS- The Jazz Interview Showcase

Noon Society's Exosphere
hosted by Dr. Flood
Work, school, bills, laws, life, rules, death, conformity, society... Mainstream music?! Screw that, we're here to LIVE to ESCAPE it all...
Swamp Zombies, Redd Kross, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Skags, Let's Go Bowling, Andrew Tosh, Ukrainians, Skatellites, Barefoot, Specials...

2PM Morrissey Loves Flavor Flav
hosted by KlizK
REQUESTS! REQUESTS! Yeah, it's the same ol' description again! Live with it! with your legally unsane host KlizK and the "famed" Mike Watt block. Goin for 1 1/2 years!
FireHose, Minutemen, Wire, NoMeansNo, Sonic Youth, Boredoms, Negativeland, Ministry, John Zorn, Napalm Death, Cop Shoot Cop...

5PM Bridges

6PM Velo Radio

6:30 Speed Kills
hosted by Steve
Nothing but groovy punk rock shit! Remember Steve Cronk still sucks!!
Breadwinner, Erectus Monotone, Unrest, Tsumani, Supercrank, Kicking Giant, Holy Rollers, Polvo, Beat Happening, Bratmobile, Seam, Unwound...

9PM Musically Correct
hosted by Chris From Irvine
Hear all the best new music as well as one or two old songs and occasional in-studio guests. Tune in at 10PM for a chance to win the Peer Music Pick-o'-the-Week.
Pavement, Fastbacks, Dim Stars, Sebadoh, Supercreek, Giant Sand, Hole, Beat Happening, Big Star, Velvet Crush, Ween, Muffs...

Funday Sundaes

Buy One, Get One FREE

Any Regular Yogurt Sundae
Or 2-Scoop Ice Cream Sundae

Offer good with coupon at location listed. One coupon per visit. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Valid through 08/30/00.

Baskin Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt
(Inset Store Address)
KUCI's DJ Mark Zero, recently recovered from skateboard injuries, brought Frank from Big Drill Car into the studio one lonely Saturday night, no women anywhere, and wrung this little interview out of him....

Zero: Soooo....Big Drill Car — what does that mean?
Frank: Big Drill Car....is something derived from the movie “At the Earth’s Core”, which is about some scientists who get in a car with a big drill bit on the front and tunnel to the center of the Earth. It sounded good and the Dead Kennedys was already taken.

Zero: What’s happening with Big Drill Car now?
Frank: We’re just practicing a lot now, writing some new material, and gettin’ it together for a new record. We were on tour for about four months and we just got home.

Zero: I guess the most recent thing was you had a song on the Buzzcocks cover compilation....We’ve got that here....that’s “I Don’t Mind”...
Frank: Yeah, that’s a good compilation. We’re real proud to be on that because there’s so many good bands and good performances on there....like Alice Donut, the Doughboys and Fluid....

Zero: What was your favorite band to play with...what was like the favorite show that you did?
Frank: hmmmm....I would have to say... this last show that we did at the Palladium with Bad Religion (April 11)—that’s one I’ll die with a smile on my face thinkin’ about...you know at that Spanky’s show...we finished our set came back in our dressing room and noticed it smelled kind of funny...and we looked over, and someone had lit three sticks of incense and dumped two gallons of paint all over the dressing room, just took it, like, bucket-style, and splashed it all over the walls and the chairs and the—just the interior of this room...NO reason at all. It was just completely senseless, just these buckets of paint everywhere...

Zero: So, any last words before you get out of here, Frank?
Frank: No, not really just...god, this is gonna sound cheesy...but we’d just like to thank everybody—we’ve been coming to this radio station for a lot of years and have done a lot of interviews in this room, and we’d just like to thank everybody for coming to see our band for a long time...it’s really nice...
9AM  "...putting a spoke in the ear of the unguarded."
hosted by Jack the Biscuit
"A life in Irvine must indeed be small, to write its name upon a
shithouse wall, but before I die I'll add my legal scrawl, to
show the world I left with a sweet fuck for all..." — A poem
found in a Kuci bathroom wall.
African Head Charge, John Cage, Edgar Varese, Tackhead,
John Zorn, Arnold Schoenberg, Bessie Smith, Andy Fairly...

Noon The Loop
hosted by Quinn
Friends, tune into this show — I'll play excellent tunes and
you'll have quite an experience.
Johnny Clegg & Savuka, Eek-a-Mouse, Bob & Ziggy Marley,
Toasters, Black Uhuru, Indigo Girls, Sting, Youth Yindi...

2PM The Critical Assembly
hosted by The Raven Simone
Critical noise for your Friday afternoons. Learn how to make
a mushroom BANG! talk about coffee, and make a request.
Friday blahs... "nevermore!" quoth the Raven"
King Missile, KMFDM, The Jam, Faunet, Diskothi-Q, The
Jody Grind, Breeders, Ministry, the Cocktails, Black Flag...
L7 Bricks Are Heavy (Slash)
these chucks are PYSSSED!!! This album is easily L7’s finest yet —
LOUD up your nose crunchy grunge guitars and the drums just
plain rip a hole through your head. Guitarists Suzi Gardner and Donita
Sparks have done for the power chord what Les Claypool has done
for the bass. Bassist Jennifer Finch and drummer Demetra (Dee
Dee) Plakas round out this masterpiece of Seattle grunge—and
they’re from L.A. “Wargasm”, the
album’s opener, is a graphic anti-
war slammer. “Diet Pill” chroni-
cles the day of a housewife on the
edge. The silly songs are still
there, though, with titles like
“Monster” and “Shitlist”. But
what’s a good album without a
little fun? (by Chowderhead)

SUPERCONDUCTOR heavy with
puppy EP (Tupelo/Boner)
From the streets of Vancouver,
Superconductor is a band with 7
guitarists, 2 bassists, and one
intense drummer. The result is
something for any upstart “gar-
unge” band to behold. “Bushpilot”
is a silly etude in tightness, while
“Clamhammer” and “Riffmania”
reach such sonic levels that it all
becomes white noise at points. It’s
these moments which make Minis-
try look like Wilson Phillips.
Heavy with Puppy sure as hell is a
loud 15 minutes. (by K!z!K)

UNREST imperial full frequency
range recording (Teen Beat/No. 6)
imperial f.f.r.r. (Unrest’s fourth
album) seems a pastoral stroll
compared to their earlier Sonic
Youth-esque material. The for-
mula is mellow pop minimalism.

What makes this album so exhilar-
ating is that Unrest have a way of
putting more emotion in two
simple alternating chords than most
bands do with an entire album.
Songs like “Suki”, “Cherry Cream
On”, and “June” could easily be
enjoyed by a fan of the Cure or Ian
McColluch; yet, other tracks like
“Firecracker” and “Sugarshack”
experiment in the repetitiveness of
sirens, hip-hop beats, and acoustic
strumming. Don’t let the word
“repetitiveness” be intimidating.
Unrest makes the whole experience
a fun and interesting trip. (by
K!z!K)

Juliana Hatfield Hey Babe Mammo-
th Records
Lemonheads It’s a Shame About
Ray Atlantic
Currently on hiatus from the Blake Babies,
lead singer and bassist Juliana Hatfield
has just released her first solo album Hey
Babe. Enlisting the help of members of
Bullet LaVolta, Mike Watt from fIRE-
HOSE, and John Wesley Harding, she
has taken on a harder sound while still keeping
the pop sensibilities of the Blake Babies.
In “Nirvana” Juliana sings about the band
that produces the kind of music she wishes
she could play, but does not feel her
vocals are powerful enough for. The tune
also includes one of the best uses of the f
word in a rock song.
On the Lemonheads latest It’s a Shame
About Ray, Evan Dando takes the band in
the opposite direction, away from the
grunger sound of their early EP’s. Dando
focuses on lyrics instead of riffs, high-
lighted by a song about keeping his sanity,
“Drug Buddy.”
The Lemonheads and Juliana
Hatfield are touring together this
summer. Catch them July 30th at
Bogart’s in Long Beach.
(by Chris Fromivrne)
As you should all by now, last fall KUCI received approval from the Federal Communications Committee to increase its power to 200 watts (considered “Class A”) and to go stereo. To make this project a reality, KUCI needs nearly $75,000 in new equipment alone. This does not include the additional costs of running such a high tech operation. With the support of KUCI’s dedicated listeners, staff, alumni, and others, KUCI has managed to make a sizabledent in the money needed to build and operate the new facility. Further, this spring UCI Chancellor Jack Peltason approved a 3-year subsidy of KUCI’s operating costs. This means we are clear to begin ordering the necessary equipment. This also means we have three years to pay for the equipment and operation of the new KUCI. We will continue to fundraise with on-air fund-drives, benefit concerts, t-shirt sales, private donations and much more. Please keep your generous support coming.

The station plans to complete this project by the end of this summer. The new signal will be heard further, in stereo and more clearly than ever before. In addition to the current cities of Irvine, Costa Mesa, Newport Beach, Tustin, and Santa Ana, KUCI expects to be heard in El Toro, Corona Del Mar, Balboa Island, Balboa Peninsula, Orange, Garden Grove, Westminster, Anaheim, Villa Park, and Fullerton. With the new antenna, reception on car stereos and portable radios will also be greatly enhanced. Soon vast portions of Orange County will be able to hear new and exciting music, news, sports, and public affairs that only KUCI can offer.

If you have any questions about the power increase, funding, or anything else, please feel free to contact Kevin Stockdale at (714) 856-4582. In the mean time stay tuned as we make our stereo dream finally come true! Thank you for your faithful support!

Kevin Stockdale
Broadcast Media Coordinator
The Turtle Island String Quartet

by Maria Fernandez

On April 23, 1992, the Irvine Barclay welcomed Turtle Island String Quartet. The Barclay, with its statues and wide glass doors was a perfect place for the quartet to perform. The inside of the theatre had an intimate setting, perfect way to set the nights mood. With a simple stage set and TISQ, things were going to swing tonight.

Turtle Island String Quartet composed of violinist Darol Anger, David Balakrishnan, cellist Mark Summer, and Jeremy Coa who substituted for violinist Katrina Wreed, can go from a George Gershwin to Chick Corea tune at a split second. Some of their arrangements include Cole Porter’s “Angel Eyes,” Pat Metheny’s “Jaco,” McCoy Tyner’s “Blues On The Corner,” Gershwin’s “Fascinatin’ Rhythm,” and Ellington’s “In A Sentimental Mood.”

The group also played some of their original works such as “Gettysburg” which was inspired by their trip through the battlefields of Gettysburg, Penn. This tune had an Americana style while adding classical overtures that helped set the mood of this piece.

Skylife, another original piece by TISQ is an eclectic-jazz piece. In this tune they incorporate the cello as a bass. This tune helped set up for some of their jazz arrangements such as Ellington's “In A Sentimental Mood.”

The shows highlight was Chick Corea's “Señor Mouse” which contained many different melodic twists. This Latin-sounding piece goes through various rhythmic stages from powerful to soft and delicate.

The encore took a different spin from jazz to rock with the ensemble’s arrangement of Blue's guitarist Robert Johnson's "Crossroads," giving the air of electric guitar sounds and rockers.

Their second encore was a John Coltrane composition entitled “Motions Notice,” which was the group's first arrangement that they ever did.

Turtle Island String Quartet separates itself from other string quartets by the impressive versatility of the group—cellist Summer plucks his instrument in a bass-like manner more often than he uses his bow. Similarly, the group utilizes their instruments to make it sound like a different instrument by creating a high pitch sound or strumming it like a ukulele. The result—a tremendous musical pleasure that'll make you want to tap your toes.
3AM Leslie Ben Is Dead
hosted by Clarence Stocks and Leslie Ben
The GADFLY keeps biting the horses of instruction, but we plan a kind of DE(con)struction. I'll reduce you to half. Layaways, monthly installments...must end soon.
Sebadoh, Nation of Ulysses, Briefweeds, Steel Pole Bath Tub, Rats of Unusual Size, Pitchfork, Pigpen, Hed, Smog...

6AM The Darkling Eclectica
hosted by Michael
On! On! On into summer!
The Mills Brothers, David Grisman, The BOBS, Raymond Scott Quintette, Georg Philipp Telemann, Charlie Mingus, Priscilla Herdman...

9AM Michael's show
Noon The Ska Parade
hosted by Tazi Phyllipz
Spaceships are landing!!! Kick-Ass Jamaican Music —SKA!!
Outright and loudown, riddim king Tazi Phyllipz!
Albino Brown, The Skatalites, Jump with Joey, The Skeltones, The Trojans, Fishbone, Hepcat, The Toasters...

2PM Houndstooth Souffle
hosted by Morcroc and Simone Du'Lait
I like this music. This music makes me happy. I really like it. I think it's good. I like ska a lot. Really, I do.
Madness, Specials, the English Beat, Bad Manners, Selecter, Busters, Scals, Toasters, Bim Skala Bim, Deltones...

4PM Teenarama
hosted by Barbara & Scott
All frill, all gimmick, super sugar-pop.
Choo Choo Train, Velvet Crush, The Monkees, Matthew Sweet, Teenage Fan Club, Permanent Green Light, Big Star...

6PM Bend
hosted by Evelyn
A show that you are all invited to tune into — music is everyone's realm and it is yours to participate in.
Smashing Pumpkins, Lush, KMFDM, Jesus and Mary Chain, Lloyd Cole, Pale Saints, Spent Poets, the Pogues...

9PM The Industrial Revolution
hosted by Gier Dupp
More grinding, pounding, clanging, scraping, smashing, distorting, musical noise than ever before. So come on, grab your metal & mallot & join the revolution!
Nitzer Ebb, Xorcist, Skinny Puppy, KMFDM, Ministry, Godflesh, Front Line Assembly, Front 242...

Sunday

MID Mindcramp Mackymack
hosted by Dr. Love
A show designed to bend yer mind. If ya don't know what

3AM The Holographic Universe
hosted by April Love & DaDanulz
Looking for a new outlook on life? Interested in Mondo 2000 on KUCI? The Holographic Universe will expand your perspective and shift you into a whole new cyberspace of reality.
Timothy Leary, Clannad, Terence McKenna, Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Wise Blood, Henry Rollins, Carlos Casteneda...

7AM The Gospel Connection
hosted by Esquire Holmes

10AM Hopscotch
hosted by Leon & Lilly
Some people are bothered that literature seldom wins fame or money. They worry, that we're wasting our lives.
Toni Morrison, Maxine Hong Kingston, Chinua Achebe, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Frank Chin, Margaret Atwood...

11AM Gil's Voice of Israel
hosted by Gil
A one of a kind show that mixes the hot sounds of rock, pop, folk, with a special blend of interviews, movie reviews, and specials from Israel.

Noon Didl and Gogo Never Had It This Good!
hosted by Leon
Vladimir: When you seek you hear. Estragon: you do. V: That prevents you from thinking. E: You think all the same. V: No, no, impossible. E: That's the idea. Let's contradict each other. It's an existentialist thing...

2PM The Music Man
hosted by Music Man
What good is sitting alone in your room? Follow me into the woods, where they're always playing our song.
Selections from: Annie, Bye Bye Birdie, Auntie Mame, Jesus Christ Superstar, Les Misérables, Miss Saigon...

4PM Scotch Tape & Irish Cream
hosted by Midori Collins
Scottish, Irish, Celtic and all things related to or born of such. So shut your gob and listen.
Waterboys, Pogues, The Bothy Band, Chieftains, Tannahill Weavers, Clannad, Hothouse Flowers, Luka Bloom...

6PM The Alumni Hour
Hosted by different DJ's each week from KUCI's past.

7PM KUCI Top 20

9PM Freedom of Voice
KUCI 88.9fm

Free Form

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

3am 4am 5am 6am 7am 8am 9am 10am 11am noon 1pm 2pm 3pm 4pm 5pm 6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm

Gospel
Literature
Israel
free form
Musicals
Irish Music
The Alumni Hour
KUCI Top 20
Freedom of Voice

jazz
Classical
Morning Sounds
Public Affairs
Free Form
Public Affairs

Eclectic
Classical
Ska
Pop

Remote Show
Demo Show
News
News
News

Metal
Free Form